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Monday, October 27, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

c:an'apus Briefs

Instructional Media Services
Instructional Media Services
will hold workshop sessions of
audiovisual equipment from 7 to
9 p.m. during the week of
October 27 through 31 (5 day's).
These sessions will be held in the
Learning Materials Center (east
wing) of the College of Education,
Purpose of the workshop is to
alleviate the problems caused by
the shortage of equipment
operators required to meet faculty
needs.

Chemistry
Dr. Yuichi Kanaoka of
Hokkaido University, · Sapparo,
Japan, will be guest speaker at the
UNM chemistry seminar at 3:30
p.m. today in room 101 of the
Chemistry building.
"Acid Catalysis in Nitrogen
Heterocyclic Chemistry" will be
the subject of his speech.

Piano Recital
Gail Long, a junior music
major at UNM, will present a
piano recital Thursday, October
30, at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
Admission is free.

Support
Lobo·
Advertisers

Language Seminar

'(acuum Symposium

The sixth meeting of the
Seminar in Linguistics and
Language Pedagogy will be at
7:30 p.m., Oct. 28, in
Anthropology B-6 . Professor Ellen
Spolsky (English) will read a
paper on "Anglo·Saxon Kinship
Terminology and Beowulf".

Veterans
The UNM Student Veteran
Association will meet Tuesday,
October 28, at 8 p.m. in Union
room 231·D.
Ben Cain, KGGM radio
personality, will be guest speaker.

Norman Wilson, a UNM
research engineer, will be the
moderator at the opening
technical session of the 16th
Annual Vaccum syposiu.\n held in
Seattle, Wash. on Oct. 29.
He is employed by the
university at the Eric H. Wang
Civil Engineering Research
Facility at Kirtland Air Force
Base,
Wilson is a founder member of
the New Mexico section of the
American Vacuum Society, and
has just been re·elected to the
board of directors of the national
society.

Curry, Ciddio, Pickens
Give Students' Views

(Continued from page 1)
He said the faculty not only
said the students could hold the
Oct. 15 Moratorium Day, "but
they passed a resolution praising
the moratorium." He said by
passing the resolution, "they
publicly endorsed a controversial
issue." He said this "relentless
political activism presents a threat
to the University."
"Good Job"
Arnold Koschmann, head of the
department of electrical
engineering, said the University
had done a good job "in
protecting professors from

outside," and supporting
academic freedom.
He also said the University
"should take some steps to solve
problems within the University
itself." He said if good solutions
are to be found to the University's
problems, "it should be through
the faculty."
Anthropology Professor Frank
l-Iibben said the UNM Regents
have "not used the power which is
vested in them." He said the
f ac u 1 t y has not taken
responsibilityinUNMaffairs.
UNM biology Professor Martin
Fleck also addressed the
committee.
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Monday, Octolx!r 27
Lecture on i•Formation of Golgi com•
ploxco and their dependence upon the
•nucleus in amebae/ Dr. Charles 3.
Flickinger of the University of Colorado;
Basic llfediClll Science Building; Room
203; 3 p.m.
WIN; Union, 231B.c; 8:45 p.m.
Honors Program; Union Room 231A; 12

noon.Student Facult.y As!!O<liation: Union,
Room 230; 12:30 p.m.
Town Club; Union, Room 230; 6 :30
p.m.
Town Club Pledges; Union, Room 231D;
6:30 p.m.
Alpba Tnu Omega; Union, Room 250D·
E; 1 p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi; Union, Room 231A·B;
7 p.m.
SDS; Union, Room 129; 7 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Union, Room 253;
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October'I!S
Student Veteran Association; Guest
>Peaker Ben Cain; Union, Room 231-D;
g p.m.
Seminar in Linguistics and Language
Pedagogy; lecture. "Anglo-Saxon Kinsbip
Terminology and Beownlf," Professor
Ellen Spolsky; Anthropology B-6: 7:30
p.m.

Recruiting U

Recruiters reprcsentimf the following
companies or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidates !or po9itions:
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Monday, October 27
PPG, lNDUSTRIEB-ChE, EE, ME,
Math., Chern, Acetg.
MOTOROLA INC., GOVERNMENT ELECTRONICS DIV.-EE (BS,l\!S), CORP.
ACCOUNTING-Acctg. (BBA), SEMI·
CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DIV.-EE,
Physics, ChE, Metallurgist (BS, MS) for
Training Program, EE, Physics, ChE,
Metollurgy, Chem, (BS, MS, PhD) for di·
rect placement
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINI·
STRATION-EE, ME, CE (DSJ, Acct.,
llfgt. (BBA)
Tuesday, October 28
PPG lNDUSTRIEB-ChE, EE, ME,
Math, Chern, Acctg.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
-GhE, EE, ME (DS, MSJ
HEWLETT PACKARD-EE, ME, Computer Sci., Physics, Math., Gen. Engin
(BS, MSl EE, Computer Science (PhD)
ANCHORAGE BOROUGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT, ANCHORAGE. ALASKAKindergarten thru Grade 12
Wedn.,&.y, October 29
TEXAS WATER DEVELOPMENT
BOARD-CE, ME, GeologiJ!ts (BS, MS)
Econ., {BS, MS)

UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALI~
FORNIA-ChE, ME, CE (BS)
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & COMPANYBusiness Admin., Acctsr•• Law
ANCHORAGE BOROUGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT, ANCHORAGE, ALASKAKindergarten thru Grade 12
Thursday, October 30
ARMY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE
SERVICE-Acctg., Arch./ME, Bus. Ad·
min., Math, Econ., Ind. Rei., Psychology,
Audit, Marketing
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & COMPANYBusiness Admin •• Aectgo., Law
AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSUR·
ANCE CO.-All majors
MONTGOMERY WARD-Gen. Bu •• , Rc·
tailing or Econ., Liberal Arts for Jr.

ManaJtement Trainee, Bus,, Libernl Arts,

Fin., Math., Econ. for Credit Management
-Acctg., Audit for Controller & Auditors
J. M. HUBER CORPORATION-<lhE,
ME (BS, MS)

U Nursing Dean
Outlines Program
By UNM NEWS BUREAU
Is plumping pillows and
emptying bedpans the real role of
the modern nurse? How much
knowledge does today's "lady in
white" need to have?
The body of knowledge
relevant to nursing is growing at
the same pace as in other fields - .
and the new dean of the College
of Nursing at UNM is delving into
ways to help nursing students
effectively absorb this new
knowledge.
Dean Louise Murray is a
former director of maternal and
child nursing at University of
Washington School of Nursing in
Seattle.
The new dean is especially
concerned about nurses'
backgrounds in "the important .
science areas," she said.
In fact, members of the nursing
faculty are "sitting in" this
semester in freshman classes such
as biology, so they can get a true
picture of what freshmen nursing
students are learning. Then, the
faculty feels, they can help the
young nurses relate what they've
learned in biology to what they
are learning in nursing, and can
also avoid repetition of facts.
Dr. Murray and her faculty also
are continuing a review, begun last
year, of the UNM nursing
curriculum.
"The skilled nurse practitioner
must have competence in making
judgements, and must function in
collaboration with physicians and
other health professionals," Dr.
Murray said. "Teaching this might
involve revamping the first year or
two· of our current nursing
curricul urn, which is fairly
structured, to provide for more of
the students' individual interests.
"It is time to take a good, hard
look at our nursing curriculum,"
she said. Any changes made will
be to assure high-quality nursing
care to the patient.
"If we focus on the needs of

2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement
CLASS IFICAliONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

PERSONALS

DEADLINE !or ln•erting clMsified 3:30
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
69 MillAGE arc now on sale for $5-nn.
205, Journnl!om Bldg,
THUNDERBffiD taking contdbutlons for
prose: short storiea, esaayaj reviewa,
plays, etc. Rm. 158, Journalism Bldg.,
all manuscripts must be typed.
DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of people are being accepted In .an . uperlment to atop nail biting, Under the aUBplees of UNlit Psychology Dept. C111l
Mr. StePhen, 277-2103 for nppointrnent.
10/27
THUNDERBIRD taking contributions tor
art: drawings, paintings, lithographs,
sculpture etc. Rm. 158, Journalism
Bldg, Grad. atudenta Included.
ARTISTS: great opportunll.!' t<> work for
experimental pUblication. Come by room
205, Journalism llldg. or call 27-4102
!rom 9·6.
YEAR-OLD registered Beagle bitch to
give away. 344·8306.

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: 1969 V n1lcy lllgh Cli!Bs Ring,
girl• red stone. C111l 209·6940.
WALLET LOS'!'. Sentimental. value. ID
267·86·8506. No questions. Call 242·4279,

3)

ENCLOSED$'----

PLACED BY--------~~

Coin-op Dry.Cieaning
ond Laundry

1

SERVICES

IRONiNG-humane rntco, pickUp and d~:
livery. Bagwonn and Wnohcrwoman
Ltd. 241·8737. 10/27
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP. of!crlng
regular haircuts, razor cuts, "l.!'ltng, 2430003.
COIN LAUNDRY- OPen 21 hrs. 7 days a
week. 610 Central BE. 10/31

Regents President
·I

Annoyed
It was the alleged failure of the
Regents to use their power and
take direct action in "The Love
Lust Poem" controversy last
spring that led to the creation of
the state legislature's joint
committee
to investigate the
.•/ . ;;
state's universities, said Dr. L H.
' Wilkinson, a member of the
i Regents. Wilkinson said he
,j believed, however the
Lobo photo by Chester Painter establishment of the co~mittee
was a good thing because it has
UNM Regents President Arturo "caused everyone to re·examine
Ortega says the Regents' powers just what the function of a
must often be delegated to the university is."
administration and faculty.
The Regents, he said, "have

tried to be judicious in the use of
their power." Power can be used
both to build and to destroy, to
create and to tear down, he
added.
Wilkinson said he was also
impressed by the "coincidental
occurence" of the Constitutional
Convention just completed and
the investigating committee.
Because the two were both in
session at the same time, he said,
it provided an excellent
opportunity for a re·examination
of "the functions of a board of
Regents."
Correct Policy
What the Regents arc
empowered to do and how they
carry out their duties has now
"stood the test of investigation,"
Wilkinson added.
Ortega also said he had a
"feeling ~our policies have been
correct," The relative peace and
quiet on the UNM campus "is, I
believe, a manifestation of that."
In other topics, the two
Regents said that without
academic freedom there would be
no university and that they
believe the faculty's viewpoints on
why they voted not to participate
in the formation of an
all-University constitution should
be heard before further action is
taken,
Ortega said "without academic

freedom one does not have a
university. We have in the past,
and will continue to do so in the
future, defend the -concept of
academic freedom. "
Wilkinson added, "Academic
freedom is something that both
students and professors have an
equal stake in. It is not just a
one·way street that gives faculty
or students license to do whatever
they desire, he added.
Solve Impasse
"The guts of the concept,, is
that in an announced course the
students and professors should
have the right to discuss anything
that is relevant to the course
without fear of reprisal."
Wilkinson said,
With regard to ·the faculty's
vote two weeks ago not to
participate in the establishment of
an all·University constitution,
Ortega said, "I would not want to
comment specifically about what
the Regents will do at this time.
"Obviously we want the
faculty to participate but we
believe the faculty viewpoints
should be heard," he said. "We do
not want to act arbitrarily."
He added if the faculty felt
they had not been consulted prior
to the establishment of a
committee to draft a new
constitution, they should be given
the opportunity before further
action is taken.

NE\N

Counselor Always on Duty
.:
• 2<47.0836 1

2106 Central S.E.
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Tacos

Tostados
Frijoles
Sopaipillas
Burritos
Chilib~rgers

OPEN

II A.M.

DAILY

• •- . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

RATES: 7e per Word, 20 word mini•
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum {$1.40) per time run. lf ad Is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no c:hanste!l the rate is redueed to 6c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number ot
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion o( advertisement.

1)

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

:- CAMPUS LAUNDRY .
:
and CLEANING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

NEW MEXICO LOBO
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 81106

268-4.689
Ce>lor Available

High Speed XEROX COPIE5-8c-No limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other location$ in Winrock Cenler;
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

Phone B77-1034

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Buck's TV Rentals

kapy karner

5250 Lomas Blvd. NE

The role of UNM's Regents is
''more legislative than
administrative ... they are largely a
policy making board,'' said
Regent's President Arturo' Ortega
in assessment of the relationship
between the Regents and the rest
of the Univf,!rsity,
"In our state by virtue of the
Constitution, we have the express
duty of management and control
of the University," Ortega said.
"But it would be impossible to do
all of this directly, so authority is
delegated" to the administration
and the faculty.
Ortega added he though UNM
has an "excellent" administration
and faculty which allows this
delegation of authority.

$1.00 n day
Free Pick Up And Servi~e
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

................................ 4

RODGERS & CO. INC.

President Ortega Says Authority Delegated to Administration, Faculty

~=iR~E~N:i1TF:-~A::-TVT\i~~-- ,

PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
9301 Candalaria NE 2911-5571

Duhe Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories

Regents 'Largely Policy Making Group!

the patient, we can't go wrong,"
the new dean said. She feels that
the environment at UNM is ideal
for developing new approaches in
the nursing field "to more
adequately meet the needs of the
state," she said.
There are now more than 300
students enrolled in the college of
Nursing, including freshmen who
have said they plan to enter the
nursing program next year.
"We recognize, however, that
even if we could double our
enrollment we would not meet
the total nursing needs of New
Mexico," Dr. Murray said, "We
are looking forward to increasing
our enrollment."
Continuing education programs
are underway to help nurses
throughout New Mexico keep up
with current nursing trends, and
they will be enlarged, Dr. Murray
said.

STEWARDESS

Frldny, October 31
ARMY AND Am FORCE EXCHANGE
SERVICE-Acctg., Arch./ME, Bus, Admin.,
Math, Econ., Ind. Rei., Psychology, Audit,
Marketing
·

,' II

5)

FOR SALE

MAY. WE help you? Renting-sellinglisting. Residential properties, Walter
Duke Realty. 4704 Lomas NE. 268-3932,
10/28
lioo USED TV's, all stylco. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255·5987, 10/27
1965 PORSCHE opeedst.cr, good condition.
$1000. 243-5488.
USED BOOKS (muy barnta) cheap,
magazines, miscellnrteous, 105 Mesa SE.
10/28
MUST SELL-Airos single lensc reflex
cnmcrn and C!MI!, excellent. condition,
$40.00 or highest offer. 842•5472. 10/28
aGG IMPALA, nutomntle, AM·FM-;-;;Jr'.
$950. 313 Princeton SE. 10/27
BUG EYE MK 1 Sprite, burned Intake
valve. $300, overhaul 6,000 miles ago.
265·6648. 10/27
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
lntcrlol', 18,000 miles; very good condl·
tion. Contact Gerhard Motors, 255·5549.
HONDA . 3M-excellent condition. $GOO
with helmet. 268-8403. 10/31
PAlR HEAD GS tOO's mounted, NCV'ndn
loe, brah<l new rotomnt heel. $100.
Margaret 243-1438. Long thongs. 10/31
'GG PLYMOUTH l'URY III, 383. !Loaded.
New tlrea. $1260. 243-7168,

6)

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: Occnalonat bnb:vslttor for ll
month old, nt rMid<mcc. Cnll 265-4778.
10/30
l'ART·'I'IME GIRJ, FRIDAY: Two outstnndinl!' young Jmlica needed. Must ba
wllllng to le11rn orchids, llnrd work nnd
resvon~lblllt.y but plell!lnnt aurroundlngo.
Cnll 26G·2416, 10/30
PART·'I'IMhl . OPENINGS: Subuldiary . or
Alp~~<· Good llny, Bcholnrehlps 11valinble.
_1nwrv1 ewe nt 10 n.m. & 2 p.m., Wed·
!!~day, October 29 nt Placement Ccnt<!r.

Moratorium Needs Flexibility
Says GrOup Co-Chairman
Vietnam Moratorium
Committee Co-Chairman Bill
Pickens said last night the
Moratorium Committee will need
to "plan a flexible program to
maintain campus and community
interest for two days of
Moratorium Day activities Nov.
13 and 14."
"It appears that our effort is
flagging and that interest in the
Moratorium has peaked," Pickens
said, "we will have to plan
activitiee that will keep people
interested for two days."
Pickens also said that since the
national Vietnam Moratorium
Committee will concentrate its
two·day effort in November in
Washington, D.C., and San
Francisco, the committee should
explore the possibility of sending
an Albuquerque delegation to one

of the two cities.
Geology professor Roger
Anderson urged the committee to
move its November Moratorium
efforts into the community.
"We should capitalize on the
momentum we have built up
among local high school students
and concentrate on conducting a
door to door canvassing campaign
in four to five sections of the
city," Anderson said.
Anderson also suggested that
the committee circulate a petition
asking that no more New
Mexicans be inducted into the
armed forces. Anderson said New
Mexico and Virginia were the two
states with the highest per capita
casualty rates in the Vietnam War.
"A delegation of New Mexico
people could present such a
petition to New Mexico's

U NM 'Truth Squad'
AirsStudents'Views

Speaking before several Gallup proportion." Miss Noe said the
service clubs, the UNM "truth morality of the poem was being
squad" pJ.•esented students' views judged while other more
on the University community and important moral issues like the
vending of cancer inducing soft
it's current problems.
The five UNM students drinks, and . refusal of the use of
commented on the "Love Lust anti-smog devices for cars were
Poem" controversy, UNM's more immoral that the poem.
Sam Taggard, leader of the
academic future, and reasons for
conflict between the University group, said the future of the
University is "bleak" because of
and society.
The need for total preparation the lag behind other universities in
for the future society . was salary increases for faculty.
expressed by John Yoder, tJNM
The "truth squad" also
business administration student. defended the UNM Union. The
He said, "The students feel the students said the Union had been
University should prepare a singled out for criticism out of
person to live in society for the proportion to the number . of
next 40 to 50 years." Yoder "radicals" supposedly frequenting
emphasized the need for teaching the Union, They also pointed out
practical approach. to life instead the Union is a public building,
of just specific technical abUities. free for use by anyone wishing to
Kathy Noe, a UNM student, come and buy a cup of coffee.
The Gallup "Independent,"
defended the students' stand on
the "Love Lust Poem" . said the presentation by the UNM
controversy. She said, "The whole students resulted ·in one of the
situation was blown way out of Rotary Club's longest meetings.

Congressmen in Washington
during the Moratorium,"
Anderson said.
Payton Carmody, a University
of Albuquerque student,
announced last night that a group
of students and community
people would sponsor a peace
march from Albuquerque to Santa
Fe Nov. 1·3. Carmody said the
march would begin at 8th St. and
Park Ave. in Albuquerque and end
at the State Capitol Building in
Santa Fe.
The group orgamzmg the
march calls itself the United Front
for Peace. "The members of the
United Front will be the people
who show up for the march,"
Carmody said.
Carmody said he hopes the
march group will be small in order
to "promote a sense of
community."
Coalition Meeting
The UNM Moratorium
Committee has called a coalition
meeting for Sunday, Nov. 2, at 2
p.m. in the Activities Center of
the Union. All persons, both from
the campus and the community,
with ideas for possible November
Moratorium Day activities are
urged to attend.
Two Moratorium Committee
mem bets will man the
Moratorium office in Rm. 215 of
the Union beginning todaY at
9:30 a.m. Persons wishing to
volunteer help for the November
Moratorium should call 277-5933.

UIVIAS Rally
The United Mexican
American Students, Student
Organizing Committee (SOC),
and a group of Physical Plant
workers have announced they
will hold a rally on the Mall at
noon tomorrow.
The rally is in support of
Lorenzo Baca, who, a
pamphlet released by SOC
says,. has ·lost his job at the
Physical Plant and is living on
only $78 per month.

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Moratorium

Geology professor RQi:.;r
Anderson last night urged the
UNM Vietnam Moratorium
Committee to concentrate its
November Moratorium Day
activities in the Albuquerque
community.

Peace Front Plans March
To Protest Foreign Policy
A three-day peace march is planned to leave Albuquerque
on Nov. 1 and continue to Santa Fe to protest American
internal and foreign policy.
The United Front For Peace, coordinated by K. Payton
Carmody, is sponsoring the trek. The march will begin with a
procession down Central Avenue to the State Fair Grounds.
where the marchers will be transported in cars to U.S. 85
north of Albuquerque. From there the group will begin the
walk to Santa Fe and the Capitol Building.
Guitar playing, a Eucharistic celebration, and discussions
on foreign and domestic policy are planned for the two
evenings the pilgrims will be encamped en route to Santa Fe.
Archbishop Davis has been invited to bless the procession
. on ·their second morning of marching. Senator Wayne Morse
has also been invited to join the marchers for a few moments
during his visit to New Mexico.
· Organizations supporting the march include: the.Student
Senate of the University of Albuquerque, The Social Action
Committee of the UNM Neuman Center; and Amigos from
UNM.
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Uni:l'$!:.. ·-•<>< .
sity year by the BoQrd of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
flnantially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Pl~nt with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
M<!xico, 87106. Subscription ral<! is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed an the editorial
By KEN MARLOWE
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
The American flag is flying again at the University of
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the views Pennsylvania. Rather than run it at half-staff until the
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
Vietnam War ends, University officials put the flag in storage
versify of New Mexico,

Tangled Wire
(A Biased Analysis)

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., Uf';.IM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Vol. 73, No. 31
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for three days. They have now promised to build a memorial
to express sorrow over "the tragic loss of life in Vietnam,"
and the flag is back in place.

Editorial

Media Colors Investigation

Congress is going nuts trying to tax the rich. The nation's
wealthy have so much money in so many places that are
covered by so many loopholes that it's one job finding the
The most disturbing aspect of last on Rev. William Crews' remarks concerning money, then seven more trying to figure out how to tax it.
Friday's meeting of the Legislative the morality of the legislators, but the Meanwhile, car buyers and telephone subscribers still pay
· Universities Investigating· Committee was the motive for that was obviously the excise taxes.
manner in which the local news media sensational nature of Crews' comments.
capitalized on the testimony of four UNM
If Cabinet officers had to submit all speeches to the White
Four UNM students testified for more
professors who were sharply critical of the than two hours on the development of the House before delivery, according to White House Press
UNM Regents, certain members of the American university and UNM's place in that Secretary Ronald Ziegler, "I think the American people
faculty, and The Lobo.
development, the structure of student would be ill-served by that.'' If, on the other hand, they want
For the first time since the committee government and some general information to talk about American Foreign Policy, or other items of
began meeting last spring, it heard lengthy
about the student body, the philosophy "National Security," "these are matters that are discussed
testimony of an explanatory, pro-University
behind the existence of student activist within the administration." That is, it's okay to call the
nature. As a result, the committee meeting groups on campus, and the goals of the American people whatever you want, as long as you call the
appeared for a time to take on a constructive
University in the area of social change.
Vietnamese people Viet Cong...
note, and comments from the committee
Yet, the Albuquerque Journal report
members were relatively favorable.
carried only small excerpts of that testimony
Space Gap
But to a person who did not attend the
and the radio and television stations for the
The sketch.released by Tass, depicting the space platform
meeting and who had to rely on the local
most part ignored that portion of the they're starting to erect, appears to have come from the pages
newspapers and television stations for an
committee meeting.
of a 1962 issue of Scientific American. That's all right- the
account of the session, it probably appeared
The four students and the three campus American version is still on the pages of Scientific American.
as though the pro-University testimony was
ministers left Santa Fe feeling optimistic
Public confidence in the Ni.'{on war effort hit a 35 percent
insignificant as compared to the comments
that they had made a positive contribution low last month.
made by Martin Fleck, Donald Skabelund,
towards making the investigation fair and
Arnold Koschmann, and Frank Hibben.
constructive, but that optimism was quickly
Three-Ring Trial
In effect, the news media stifled an
dispelled by the media's colored coverage of
With the Conspiracy Eight in Chicago - It begins to look
attempt at a fresh approach to the
the meeting.
as if the Mobilization Headquarters contained the Chicago
investigation by their insistence on playing
We can only wonder if the local news' Eight and many, many infiltrators. This week, an undercover
up the same kind of negative testimony that media are not largely responsible for UNM's cop testified that Rennie Davis proposed a rock festival in
has fep the investigative fire all along.
negative reputation in the eyes of the New Lincoln Park to "draw the sons and daughters of dignitaries
One radio station placed great emphasis
Mexico public.
into a headcracking confrontation with police." Meanwhile,
Bobby Seale called Mr. Magoo a man of "superman notions
'Now Do You See Why I Made Him Vice President?'
and comic book politics" and shouted, "Why don't you shut
up?" Come now, Bobby - head-cracking police are much
more reliable- they'll come across and crack heads ...

---·-~·-
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HereS what your first year
or two at IBM could be like.
You'll become involved fast.
You'll find we delegate ,responsibility-to the limit of your ability.
At IBM, you'll work individually or on a small team. And be encouraged to contribute your own
ideas. You'll advance just as fast
and far as your talents can take you.
Here's what three recent graduates are doing.

By DAVID BAKER

Betna

Inopportune

Bema Is unsolicited, ofgned gueot editorial opinion.

By JOHN L. HOWARTH
I would like to comment on
Mr. McGuffin's letter in the Lobo
of October 22, 1969, about the
resolution passed at the October 7
faculty meeting expressing
"opposition to the plan for
writing a new all university
constitution at this time.'' I
cannot, of course, speak for the
faculty, but I would like to
eXplain my own position, which is
very different from what ·Mr.
McGuffin sees as the faculty
position.
First, I do not 'doubt that the
Committee on the University's
proposal was maile with the best
intentions, and I certainly believe
that there is a need "to define and
clarify the . hazy and often
conflicting policies and powers of
the administration and students."
I tlo not believe, however, that
drawing up a new all university
constitution is the best way of .
achieving this now. I would
oppose any proposal at this time
to hold a constitutional
· convention to rewrite our Federal
. Constitution, because the present
· r ,

climate of opinion is such that a University Governance can be
good part of the Bill of Rights made by suitable amendment of
might get lost in the process. the Faculty Constitution and the
Similarly I feel that the present ASUNM Constitution and I will
climate of opinion in the state support efforts to achieve this
makes this an inopportune time whether initiated by students,
for a new constitution for the faculty, by the Committee on the
University. The method of University, or by anyone else, and
selection of the members of the I would not expect that
Ad Hoc Committee on University constructive attempts to work out
Governance proposed by the the necessary changes would
Regents (also opposed in the be opposed by the faculty.
faculty resolution) supports this
F'inally, I would like to answer
view. The faculty representation the rhetorical question with which
would be "six faculty members Mr. McGuffin concludes his letter.
chosen by the Regettts from • . He says (to the faculty), " ... if
.twelve , •. named by the Faculty pride of authorship is that
Policy Committee." (emphasis important to you, I am perfectly
added). Similar selection willing to give you the credit for
procedures are set out for its conception, if you will only get
choosing the studeht, out of the way. How is that as an
admihistration and alumni example' of a cooperative
representatives. While I have no attitude?" Since no one at the
reason to suppose that the faculty meeting expressed. any
Regents Would use this selection concern about anything remotely
procedure to stack the committee relating to pride of authorship, I
in any particular way, the {eel that Mr. McGuffin's "offer'' is
procedure evidences a disturbing destructively provocative and
lack of confidence.
gratuitously insulting and as such
I believe that. the necessary a very poor example of a
reforms ahd clarifications in cooperative , attitude.

.

'
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Doug Taylor, B.S. Electronics
Engineering '67, is already a senior
associate engineer working in largescale circuit technology. Aided by
computer design, Doug is one of a fiveman team designing integrated
circuits that will go into IBM
computers in the 1970's.

Lobo Review

Shafer's ~Royal Hunt'
Knocl(s Christianity
Constitution Proposal

Page 3
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American commanders oppose a unilateral cease fire in the
Vietnam war on the ground that it would be impractical and
extremely difficult to enforce. . . In other words, they
couldn't tell the troops to stop shooting... The (American
. military) sources said they believed it would take two to
three months for Communist leaders to prepare their troops
psychologically for a cease-fire.

--~~

I

"The Royal Hunt of the Sun,"
playing its last performance
tonight at the University of
AJbuquerque under the direction
of Jim Morley, is a confrontation
between two arrogant religions
with the rape of the riches of the
Inca empire only coincidental.
The play conveys the hollow
feeling that Christianity is the
loser in the fight. Loser it deserves
to be for we can find within the
Church no compassion, no love.
The son of the sun, god on earth
of the Incas, Atahualpa is at least
capable of feeling love.
If love is a basic tenet of the
Christian belief then when the
Church is no longer capable of
love, it is . dead. It is said by a
pious father in "Royal Hunt"
there are tlo enemies of God only
those closer and those farther
away. The reply to this is "I aim
at those farther away," But their
perception is lacking. These
"god·boys", the Spanish soldiers
who seem to the Inca like
messengers from god, ate as far
from god as the Indians they
would convert.
The entire movement of ·~his
twisted passion play culminates ill
a. dea~h watch unparalleled in
VIsual 1mpact. In the end we sit
b~eathless, watching the stark, stili
body. of Atahyalapa stretched out
before us. Perhaps the illusion is
so r~al that we pray, not quite
sure JUst who we pray to, for any
movement, any sign; that the son
of the sun lives.

The stillness that is Atahualpa's
death is only the end of a series of
static images of a static culture
achieved by the processionals,
ritualized gestures and
pantomimes choreographed by
James Trujillo.
The play, by Paul Shafer, picks
up its storyline from the
conquering of the Inca empire by
a handful of Spanish mercenaries
led by Francisco Pizarro in the
1500's.
The conquering, for which he
promises rooms of gold and acres
of land to his peasant followers, is
for him a last desperate attempt
to find fulfillment.
The soldier's life is not enough.
He tells his page, full of dreams of
chivalry, "there is no glory to
being a soldier, it is only killing."
The brilliance of Trujillo's
talent is best seen in the last scene
of act one; a most elegant
massacre created with the few
Indians and Spaniards,
~xcr1;1ciating slowness and painful
bghtmg, to symbolize the death of
thousands.
The sets and costumes as
interpreted by Walter Pickette
were capable through their
simplicity . of adaptation to all
needs. With. a single, sparse stage
setting, the illusion of Spanish
seaports, the Andes, and ~he court
of the Ihca were achieved.
Visually the difference between
the Inca and the Spaniards is all
too apparent; dusty finery of the
grasping west against the
unaffected richness of the Inca. .

Soon after his intensive training
course, IBM marketing representative
Preston Love, B.S. '66, started helping
key Iowa commissioners solve
problems. Like how to introduce
school kids to computers, without
installing one. His answer: share one
in Chicago by phone cable.

Soon after his IBM programmer
training, John Klayman, B.S. Math '68,
began writing programs used by a
computer system to schedule every
event in the Apollo tracking stations.
And when the. finished programs were
turned over to NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, he was responsible for
making them work.
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Visit your placement office
and sign up for
an interview with IBM.
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U NM French Weeks
Will Include· Concerts
French Cultural Wl'!eks at UNM includes Cesar Franck's Sonata in
Nov. 3.-17, will include a concert A major, Dariums Milhaud's
by two musicians affiliated with Second Sonata, Maurice Ravel's
the Conservatoire de Musique in Gaspard de Ia Nuit, for piano solo,
Paris, another concert by the and Claude Debussy's Sonata.
organist at Ste. Clotilde in Paris, a
The program includes
talk by the secon,d highest offici~) commentaries in both French and
in the French Embassy m English,
Washington, an exhibition in the
Prokofieff dedicated his
UNM Art Museum, and Second Violin Concerto to
presentation of two papers on Soetens, and Soetens played its
Michel Butor, visiting professor of world premiere in Madrid under
French at UNM this year.
Enrique Arbos, and its first
The concert on Nov. 11 will. performances in Paris with Charles
feature violinist Robert Soetens Munch, in Amsterdam with Igor
anli pianist Minka Roustcheva, Markevitch, in London with Sir
who will play and discuss music Henry Wood and in Berlin with
that played a role in the literary Georg Solti.
lives of Marcel Proust, Andre Gide
He has performed in the
and other early 20th century principal metropolitan centers of
French writers.
Europe, the Americas, South
The program will be at 8:15 Africa and Asia,
p.m. in the Recital Hall. It
Minka Roustcheva, a native of
Bulgaria, graduated from the
G.12API-HC ILLU<7TI2ATION
Academy in Sofia in 1960 and
subsequently studied in Paris. In
1963 she won the first prize at the
Marguerite Long Academy in
Paris, and has won prizes at
international competitions in
Warsaw, Geneva and Vercelli,
Italy.
The concert is sponsored by
the music and French
departments.
Jean Langlais, the blind
organist
at Ste. Clotilde, will
;!"GS-65<18
present
his
concert Nov. 14 at
608 JE:F"F"EJ<:<;ON N.E
8:15p.m. in the Recital Hall.
AI..BUQUE:J<:QUE:. 87110
Langlais, who was honored last
year by the French government
which made him an Official of the
Legion of Merit, follows such
predecessors at Ste. Clotilde as
Cesar Franck, Gabriel Pierne and
Charles Tournemire.
Langlais will also conduct an
organ workshop Saturday
morning, Nov. 15, at 9 a.m. in the
Recital Hall. The workshop will
feature French organ music.
Admission to the Langlais
concert is $2.50 for adults and $1
for students. The workshop fee is

Picture
the world

through

the eyes of
Pat Sky.

$1.
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BYU Versus WAC, Insoluble Dilemma
Involves QuestioriS of Religious Freedom, Equal Civil Rights
(Editor's Note: The following
article is the last in a series of five
articles dealing with BYU. The
first four articles outlined tbe
religious and racial practices of
BYU and the Mormon church.
Today's article is an assessment of
actions which could be taken
within the Western Athletic
Conference to alleviate the
current situation.)
By DON BURGE

Pictured above are part of the cast of the award-winning musical,
"Your Own Thing," which is about mistaken identity complications
involving a pair of look-alike brother - and - sister twins. It will appear
at UNM on Nov. 8·9 in Popejoy Hall.

Differentiates Between Protests

UnreSt Topic of Heady's Talk
UNM President Ferrel Heady
made a distinction between
"constructive" and "disruptive"
student protest and said he would
counter disruption of classes with
"police from the city, or the state,
if necessary" at the New Mexico
Press association conference last
Friday.
Before an audience of 200
newsmen in Roswell, Heady and
the presidents of four other state
universities had a panel discussion
on the problem of unrest on New
Mexico campuses.

disruptive and violent," Heady only a local problem but often
said.
issues on New Mexico campuses
"We protect the rights of all were "equated" with those on
students but our policy is not to campuses in other parts of the
permit disruption of classes. We country. He pointed out most
will not only use our campus UNM students are from New
security police, but will also call Mexico.
on police from the city, and if
Cutting off federal scholarships
necessary, from the state," he would not curb campus
said.
.
disturbances because many of the
Heady said campus unrest · activists come from "affluent"
arises from "deep-seated problems homes, he said.
in our society and it is a mistake
Students at New Mexico State
to look at the problem as though University, described as a "quiet
it is necessarily a bad thing." He campus" by its president, Roger
listed the question of the Vietnam Corbett, "come from homes
"There is a distinction between war, urban problems, and the
where there was discipline, and
unrest which is helpful and social problems of minorities.
they come to get an education."
constructive, and that which is
He said campus unrest was not For this reason there is little
campus unrest, he said,
About money, Eastern
WAIT FOR SOCIAL SEC
president Stirling Colgate said the
submissiveness necessary to
continue getting money from
home would cause "some 50 to
60 percent of you (those in
attendance) to rebel."

Medical Student
Plans To Practice
In Nepal's Capital
A UNM School of Medicine
senior will spend this winter
working at a mission hospital in.
Katmandu, capital of Nepal, the
Asian country on the northeast
border of India.
Steve Komadina will spend five
and a half months working at the
only hospital authorized by the
Nepal government, working under
the direction of Dr. Bethal
Fleming, who started the mission
clinic 15 years ago, Dr. Fleming
has agreed, to postpone her
retirement until Komadina's
training is finished.
The foreign study, financed
entirely by the student, is possible
under the "free quarter" system
of the medical school. Seniors are
encouraged to sp<Jnd one quarter
of their final year investigating a
special area of medicine in which
they are interested.
Komadina said, "One reason I
am going is because I am
interested in mission medicinll. I
want to study both in-patient and
out-patient operations of the
primitive clinics of Nepal."

Patrick Sky sings.
about the world he
sees. And with a poet's
touc.h, he writes his
songs. They're here in
Photographs, a sensitive new album that
sheds light on Now.
You'll understand.

BYU's association with "the
WAC has created a situation
where it is impossible that any
likely solution - be it short term
or long range - would satisfy
everyone.
At stake are two questions of
equal constitutional importance:
religious freedom and equal civil
rights for all persons without
regard to their ethnic background.
The first of these questions is
the easiest to address. The
Constitution of the United States
says simply and clearly that
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof."
It is the religious practice of
the Mormon Church which denies
black equal r!!ligious rights that is
the central theme of the

Exhibit Reflects
Artist's Thoughts
On Mexican Sites
"Interpretations of Mexico,"
the art exhibition presently at
Jonson Gallery at UNM, is a
reflection of the artist's reactions
to scenes rather than a literal
picturing of them.
The exhibition is a collection
of recent oil paintings by John
Skolle, New Mexico artist, and
deals specifically with tropical
forests and manJ!rove swamps in
remote areas of Mexico.
"1 have a great affinity for this
material," Skolle said. He added
he had lived for years on the
Sahara and Arabian deserts and in
tropical forests, and that he goes
camping in Sonora, Mexico.
Skolle said his work is neither
abstract nor realistic.
Local artist Grieg Hovselp
Chap ian said S kolle "gives
thought arid organization and
feeling to his work."
"Interpretations of Mexico"
will be showing at Jonson Gallery
through November 21. The gallery
is open from noon to 6 p.m.,
except Mondays.

Seminar Studies
Air Pollution
A UNM seminar, working with
the city, someday may help
produce . cleaner air and water for
metropolitan Albuquerque.
The seminar, 'taught by Dr.
Calvin Patterson, civil engirteering
professor, in . concluding precise
samplirtgs of the atmosphere from
Tijeras Canyon to the Rio Grande
Valley.
Patterson and his studertts,
using equipment loaned by the
City's Environmental Health
Department, take turns placing an
air sampler near their homes for
two hours,
Air samples collected pa~s
through the machine and dep'?slt
particles on paper tape passmg
beneath a trap. The sample is then
analyzed on the "·tape reader" and
information is added to the city's
statistics.
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controversy. And it is the religious
practice of the church carried over
into the school which has led to a
growing number of student
protests and demonstrations over
BYU's continued membership in.
the WAC,
Obviously the WAC cannot
order the Mormon Church to
amend its rl'!ligious doctrine
without violating the precepts of·
freedom of religion. Nor is there
any indication the WAC should or
would take such an action.
The only action that can be
taken within the area of freedom
of religion is for the church itself
to change its doctrine and provide
for equal treatment of all citizens
without regard to their race, or, as
a minimum, for the school to
make such provisions. Neither
action seems likely at this time.
That leaves the area of civil
rights. And even in this area there
are a limited number of actions
which can be taken - none of
which would satisfy both sides of
the question.
Options
First, the WAC could adopt a
policy statement to the effect it
will not tolerate discrimination in
the recruitment or admission of
athletes. (The conference has no
authority to pass on other aspects
of school policies; however, it is
only in the area of athletics that

the member schools have repeated
contacts, and it is the area of
athletics that has precipatated the
majority of protests.)
Second, the WAC could
terminate BYU's membership.
Third, individual member
schools could terminate their
membership in the WAC.
The first option, to be
effective, would have to state
clearly that it would be placeq in
effect at no later than a certain
specified date. In addition, it
would have to include machinery
to guarantee its enforcement.
For that reason such a proposal
would probably not be
acceptable. There is, after all, no
definition of the word
"discrimination" which is
acceptable to everyone. BYU says
it does not practice
discrimination. Most of the black
athletes in the WAC says it does.
'Withdrawal
The second option,
termination of BYU's
membership, is the least likely.
Any such move would lead to
charges the conference was itself
discriminating against the religious
freedom of the Mormons.
Countering this argument is the
argument that BYU's membership
in the WAC forces, at least
obliquely, the tenets of the

Mormon religion on the other
schools, something they would
not willingly accept on their own.
BYU is the only priva,te school
in the conference and it is argued
that the other schools would not
be allowed to adopt a policy either written or unwritten which discriminated against any
ethnic group. Sould the
conference then allow an
unwritten policy of discrimination
to exist at BYU?
It is the third option that is
most likely at this time: individual
schools withdrawing from the
WAC. The Arizona State
University Student Senate has in
fact recently adopted this
position.
The ASUNM Senate took this
position last year but later
rescinded their action when a
student referendum failed to
support them. Backers of the
resolution, however, claim the
referendum was added to the
ballot at the last minute and is,
therefore, not a true reflection of
student opinion.
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Had the referendum been given
more publicity, they claim,
enough support could have been
gamered to ensure its passage.
Express Sentiment
But the withdrawal of a school
from the conference cannot be
effected by student government,
or even faculty sentiment. It must
come from the school's governing
board. In UNM's case such a
decision would have to be made
by the University Regents.
Before the Regents will act,
however, they require an
expression of sentiment from the
student body and the faculty.
Were both of these groups to ask
the Regents to sever relations with
the WAC - provided there was a
clear expression of such a desirethe Regents would probably act
favorably. It is doubtful they
would act on their own.
Action to remove UNM from
the WAC, if that is indeed the
sentiment of the members of the
University, clearly must begin
with the students and the faculty.
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' By PAUL FLJ;CK

How does a sportswriter for a school publication handle
t~e coverage _of their football team that has only managed to
wm o~e .of Its last twenty-five games? The problem is the
most diffiCult facet of newspaper life that I have had to cope
with;
.
The Lobo sports staff has been under fire for the duration
of the football famine. The problem basically boils down to
this: if we go ahead and print the game story on Monday and
include the details of how sloppy the team played or how
they were sadly outplayed (which any truthful Lobo follower
will agree i:; often the case), the football team itself is ready
to bum our door down or we are accused of being traitors to
the team; or if we exclude these details and concentrate on
individual stars or "bright spots" our readership amounts to
practically nothing because normal people resent being
handed a line.

Asks in January
The Greater Phoenix Sports
Foundation, the group making the
pitch, will ask for permission to
hold the game next January
before the NCAA in Washington,
D.C. Since the NCAA rarely
Coaches Object
approves first requests, the group
says it is prepared to keep on
Although no name has been
trying in future years.
officially tagged on it, early
GPSF would like to match the spectators· named it the Fiesta
Western Athletic Conference Bowl. Some WAC coaches,
champion against the best foe including UNM's Rudy Feldman,
available between Dec, 26-31, have objected to a WAC tie-up
starting in 1970.
with the bowl on the grounds that
"We are trying to emulate the a team should be free to receive a
Sugar Bowl," said GPSF chairman bid from a more prestigious bowl,
Jack Stewart. "But we have a rather than being forced to accept
better climate and better sports an automatic berth in the Phoenix
attractions. We could have a bowl.
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·Yes, I would like a TEXAS INTERNATIONAL youth
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general assembly of national
DUBROVNIK, Yugoslavia
Olympic committees demanded
Discrimination in sports again last week that South Africa drop
threatens to split the 1972 its racist policies or face exclusion
Olympics at Munich.
from the 1972 games, South

You send us $3.
We'll send you a TEXAS INTERNATIONAL
youth fare card that will get you 20% off regular air
fares on any TEXAS INTERNATIONAL flight, on
any day, to any destination in the U.S. All year
round. With confirmed reservations.
There's a bonus, too. TEXAS INTER NATIONAL'S
youth fare card is accepted by most other airlines.
That means you can use it to visit all parts of the
country.
If you're between 12 and 22 years old, you
qualify. Just fill in the coupon and mail it today. Or
you can pick up an application at any TEXAS
INTERNATIONAL counter.

Name--~-----------------------Age

A conunon name does not do justice to this week's Lobo
Lovely, Susan Smith. Sue is a sophomore archaeology major
from Cody, Wyoming. She is wing president of Muneca in
Hokona Hall and is a member of the Thunderbird editorial
board. She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Millard J. Smith of
Cody.
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But Praises Lobo Performers

:

The Dilemma

Similar to Sugar Bowl
A seven-day festival similar to
the Sugar Bowl is planned by the
organizers. In addition to the
football game, a basketball
tournament is planned in addition
to a golf tournament and tennis
matches.
From its beginning, the bowl
would be the eighth largest and
could guarantee participants a
larger pot than El Paso's Sun
Bowl. The game would be played
in Arizona State's 52,000-seat
stadium which is being expanded
to 80,000 in the forseeable future.

··.
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better one than the Sugar Bowl in
time."
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Africa did not compete at either
Japan or Mexico for the same
reason.
The committees proposed that
South Africa be given a May,
1970 deadline to make up its
mind. South African delegates
replied that the they would be
willing to field a mixed team but
that the trials would have to be
conducted separately. 'l'he
Africans rejected the su'ggestion,
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Easy After Winning
I speak for the sports staff in saying that there are no
people who would like to see Lobo football recover and
flourish more than we would. It would make our job a lot
easier. We could throw tact and our careful use of game
description to the wind. There are very few complaints about
how a winning team is covered in the newspaper. Anything
New York sportswriters wanted to say about the World Series
was fine with Mets fans. They did not care about style or
word usage because they just wanted to roll in their glory
following their ultimate in victories over the Orioles. On a
smaller scale, but of greater importance considering the origin
of this publication, we did not receive a single complaint of
our coverage when the Lobos upset Kansas a few weeks ago.
I, for ·one, did not consult my newspaper practice book once
in preparing that copy. I can't say that our stories about the
other five games this season have slipped by without
criticism.
Optimistic But Realistic
We are optimistic but also realistic in writing up pre-game
stories. It would be fallacious and unprofessional for us to
predict victory solely on the basis of what we hope will
happen. What kind of merit would pages six and seven hold if
we just spurted out a bunch of school spirit? That is for the
cheerleaders- our job is to report the sports news.
The Lobos have four games remaining in 1969 and it is
likely our problem will not be solved this season. We will
have to write with the handicap of a losing score staring us in
the face. No doubt there will be more gripes, but we are used
to it now. We will continue to cover the games the way they
happen rather that dishing out unfounded praise. Buffalo,
N.Y. papers do not claim that the Bills are going to devastate
the American Football League and we are not going to seed
the Lobos very high in the Western Athletic Conference.
Maybe next fall we can report accurately to the contrary.

of the Milwaukee Bucks, lost his
third game since high school
Friday night when Wilt'
Chamberlain, the greatest scorer
in pro basketball history, led the
Los Angeles Lakers to a 123·112
victory,
Chamberlain scored 25 poitlts
and picked off 25 rebounds
before a sell•out crowd at the Los
Angeles Forum. Alcindor tallied
23 points and 20 rebounds.

6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810
N.E.
147

Buck Injured
Buck, a sophomore from
Albuquerque's Sandia High
School, was one of several Lobos
on the injury list. Buck is "still
sore" according to Feldman but
will require no surgery. Other
Lobos out include tight end Drew
Fuller and sophomore Terry
Wollitz. Wollitz, who had been a
starting end, is out for the year.
With his team hurting in more
ways than one from injuries,
Feldman prepares this week for
San Jose's Spartans at the
California city next Saturday.
"San Jose is improving witq
each game," said assistant coach
Damon Bame who scouted the
Spartans' 16-7 loss to unbeaten
Wyoming up at Laramie last

weekend. "They've played good
football 2 of their last 3 games."
Eight-man Line
''They use an eight-man front
line on defense," said Bame,
"Which is the same that Army and
Utah used against us. Against that
defensive alignment, we've only
been able to score one touchdown
all year."
"If we can't score more than
that Saturday," added Feldman,
"Then we aren't going to win,"

OK IE'S

104 BEER
Every Wed, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
speciol rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING
ather locations in Winrock Center,
1
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

more

YOU
Toes. Oct, 26-failh ond Reoson In
Conflict?

Tues. Nov, 4-Whof Price Morrlage?
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: 1423 Columbio NE
For Further Information
Coli 265-2284

Country Barn
Special
Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM

Deep Fried

FISH SANDW'ICH

Eat in our large dining room or take it horne

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410

the publicity he otherwise would
have gotten because his
performance was overshadowed
by Linstrum, Arizona's
quarterback."
c
"Mike Buck," said Feldman,
"Played good ball until he got
hurt. He was probably the best of
our front seven until he got hurt."

Ia the~ollowing discussions:

Only 25¢

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

Coach Rudy Feldman was still
disappointed Monday after his
team's 52·28 loss to Arizona at
Tucson Saturday night, but had
praise for much of the Lobos'
performance.
"We had bettor pass protection
this week,"· said Feldman, "and
we executed the option much
better than we have been. Our
offense has improved but it still
lacks consistency."
Feldman also singled out
several individuals for praise.
"Larry Korpitz did a good job
while he was in there," said
Feldman of his second-string
halfback. "He ran good, received
good, and blocked good. There's a
possibility he might start this
week."
Beckert to Reserves?
This remark could take many
people by surprise because the
man Korpitz presently plays
behind is no less than David
Bookert. Bookert, an AU-WAC
performer last season, owns
almost every school rushing
record but has shone little of the
brilliance this season that he
displayed last. He isn't having a
terrible season, but it's a far cry
from a great one too,
Other players Feldman singled
out for praise were quarterback
Rocky Long and tight end Mike
Buck,
."Rocky had a good game,"
sa1d Feldman, "But he didn't get

LOBO CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
cordially invites

Pro Basketball
LOS ANGELES Lew
Alcindor, the million·dollar rookie

Page 7

Feldman Disappointed By Loss

scanning
the scene

Phoenix Bowl Group
To Present Program
A Phoenix group pushing for a
post-season bowl game in the Sun
Valley estimates that the
attraction would be .vorth 20,000
extra tourists and $15, million
annually.
The figure was partially based
on the $10 million dollars that
15,000 Wyoming fans spent at
New Orleans two years ago when
the Cowboys appeared in the
Sugar Bowl.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

2400 Central SE Across From Ct:~mpus
We 111 Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

If you're tired of using
two or more separate so·
lutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It's
. Lensine the all·purpose
.
..
lens solution for com- Lensrne exclusrve for
plete contact lens care- proper lens hygiene. • It
preparing, cleaning, and has been demonstrated
soaking. • Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smooth·
er and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. •
Lensine is sterile, self·
sanitizing, and antisep· that improper storage
tic making it ideal for between wearings may
storage of your lenses result in the growth of
between wearing periods. bacteria on the lenses.
And you get a removable This isasurecauseofeye
storage case on the bot· irritation and could seri·
tom of every bottle, a ously endanger vision.

Bacteria cannot grow in
Lensine •• Caringforcon·
tactlensescan be as con·
venient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the

Murine Company, Inc.

.·

I
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II College

Campus Briefs
Labor Trainee

A Department of Labor
management trainee, Zina Geller
of New York City, has been
assigned to the department's New
Careers project at UNM.
Under the .;tepartmen t's
prf!gram, trainees rotate among
assignments, receiving one to two
years on·the·job training in
management,
Miss Geller is the first
management intern assigned to a
Department of Labor project
rather than to the department'~
offices in Washington, D.C.
She requested the assignment
she said, because the level of work
in Washington is too
administrative and abstract
Miss Geller graduated f;om the
University of Rochester a year ago
and _spent a year in Washington as
an mtern before being sent to
Albuquerque.
I!l the ~ew Careers program,
she IS superv~sed by Carl Bruening
New Careers director.
'

New Professor
Gerald C. Johnson has joined
the art faculty at UNM as an
assistant professor.
Johnson, who received his B.A.
and M.F.A. from the University of
Colorado, is teaching
contemporary art, intermediate
drawing and sculpture at UNM
this semester.
His work has been featured in
~everal one-man and group shows
m the Southwest.

Health Careers
A team from the New Mexico
R~gional ~edical Program (RMP)
will be m Roswell this week
presenting a public meeting o~
health careers and on recent
health planning developments in
New Mexico.
The meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 29 in the
Little Theatre of Godda;d High
School in Roswell.
Dr. Reginald H. Fitz, director
of New Mexico Regional Medical
Program, will discuss recent health
planning efforts throughout the
state.

Career opportunities in a
number of health fields will be
ou~lined by Mary C. Pozorski, a
registered nurse, and Elizabeth M.
Barnett, a registered physical
·
therapist.
Miss Pozorski, a nursing
education specialist on the RMP
staff, will discuss nursing careers.
Mrs. Barnett, a paramedical
education specialist also on the
RMP staff, will discuss other
health careers.
Information will be available
on paramedical programs taught
at the UNM School of Medicine
for laboratory assistants
cytotechnologist& and medicai
technologists.

Glen Whan
A UNM professor and
chairman of the department of
nuclear engineering is spending
two weeks at the Laboratorio de
Fisica e Engenharia Nucleares in
Lisbon, Portugal.
Dr. Glen A. Whan has been
asked by the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Government
of Portugal to consult with
laboratory personnel concerning
nuclear reactor calculations and
experiments,

Calling U
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Tuesday, October ,28
Student Veteran Association• Guest
:tpea.kcr Ben Cain: Union, Roo~ 231-D•
8 p.m.
'
Seminar in Ljnguisties and Language
Pedagogy: lecture, ...Anglo-saxon Kinsh!p
Terminology and Beowulf/' Professor
Ellen Spolsky; Anthropology B·6; 7:30
p.m.
Campus SafeLy Committee; Union Room
230; noon.
'
AWS Constitutional Revision Committee; Union, Room 230; 3 :30 p.m.
AWS Hours Review Committee; Union,
Room 231-A: 3 :30 p.m.
Senate Finance Committee; Union,
Room 2.30; '1 :30 p.m.
Student Lobby; Union, Room 21i0-B;
7:30 p.m.
VlgUantes; Union, Room 231-E; 7:45
p.m.. Accounting Association; Union, Room
129;

s p.m.

Fellowship of Christian Athletes: Union,
Room 250·E: 9 p.m.
Student Organizing Committee: Union,
Room 129; 7:46 p.m.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
run five or more consecutive days with
159, afternoons pre!erab)y or mail.
no ohanges the rate is reduced to 5c
per ward and the minimum number of
CIBBsified Advertising
words to 10,
UNM P.O. Box 20
TERMS
.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

PERSONALS

BICYCLE STOLEN: red Huffy l\!ark X
from Okies Friday 24th between 9-12•00
p.m. Any information please call 2431573. No qua.tions asked. 11/3
DEADLJN.E for, Inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-will go m next day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm
205, Journalism Bldg.
'
THI{NDdERDIRD taking contributions for
ar j
rawlngs, paintings:, lithographs
scu pture etc.. Rm. .158, Joumalis~
Bldg. Grad. students mcluded.
ARTISTS: great. opportunity to work for
experimental )1DbJicatfon. Come by room
205, Journalism Bldg. or call 27-4102
from 9-5.

FOI!- hSALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
WJt
extended front end, custom sent,
ba.rkand tank set up. Top end recently
!f'Or c:!d over. Needs a !ew very tninor
JObs done. $218. _Owner also is looking
for a. Harley rigid frame for a 74
Phone 277·5011 Grant after 6 p.m. J\fon:
day through Thursday and Sunday after·
noon.
MA,Y, WE help you? Renting-seninghstkmg. Residential properties, Walter
f j ~ Realty, 4704 Lomas NE. 268-3932.
02
19 U

0~~n:B~fs3~eedster,

USED

BOOKS

(moy

barata)

6)

LObST: 6 mo. old, Weimaraner pup. Light
rown a~ort hnu, floppy ears; gray eyes.
Four ch1Idren hurting. Reward, Call Col·
lege Jnn 243-2881 or 842-5044. 11/3
LOST: large female calico cat, white paws.
1~; ~ale-Coal Place SE area. 243-4116.
2
LOST: WHITE UMBRELLA, SUB, Tues•
day, . October 21, 6 :15-8 :00. Mmgretta
LeRoY, Ortega Hall. Reward. 10/29

SERVICES

3)

COLLEGE ~NN BARBERSHOP . offering
regular hmrcuts, rM.or outs, atyling 243·
0003.
•

porn

LAUNDRY--Open 24 bra. 7 days a
Week. 610 Central SE. 10/31

5)

FOR SALE

1966 Mustang, Excellent . condition. Call
842-8565 nfter 7 p.m. 11/3

r==RENT.:A..
$1.0~

a day
F~ee Delivery, Plck Up, And
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

Servi~e

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589

Color

Availab~

Tickets are now available for
Rodey Theatre's upcoming
production, "Jack and the
Beanstalk," the children's play
scheduled for Nov. 1·2 and Nov.
8·9.
The short three action play
adapted from the old fairy tal~
favorite, follows the fortunes of
Jack: how he sells his beloved cow
Bossy for a handful of magic
beans, how the beans sprout into
the gigantic beanstalk, how Jack
triumphs over the fierce giant who
lives high in the sky how he wins
for himself and his poor widowed
mother the hen that lays the
golden eggs, and how Bossy is
indeed returned to him.
The cast of 13 is headed by
freshman drama major James
Price. A graduate of Sandia High
his acting credits include role~
with the Madrid Theatrical
Players, Old Town Studio tbe
Lyric Theatre and the Univ~rsity
of Albuquerque.

STEWARDESS

publication, academic, personal
or financial sanctions arbitrary
removal of staff m~mbers or
threats of these actions."
'
In a meeting with the president
following SGA's approval of the
USSPA code of ethics Antonelli
was told that if th~ students
didn't have enough sense not to
want to read this kind of material
then he would have to malte the
decision for them. It was at this
meeting that Hammond again
refused to sign checks for ·the
newspaper as long as the Cleaver
article was contained in the copy
Fitchburg State, a smali
teacher's college of about 2,000
students, is under the
Massachusetts Board of Education
which has the power to set a
mandatory student activity fee
The college president of each
campus is charged with the
responsibility for how money will
be spent.
At Fitchburg, the college
president has interpreted this state
statute to mean that he should
sign each check personally in
addition to approving the student
government's proposed budget.
_As . a first step toward
sohdar1ty, representatives of four
papers, besides the Fitchburg
paper, agreed to run the
controversial Cleaver article in
their next issue.

Recruiting U

MEXICO

Recruiters representing the !ollowjng
comtlanies or agencies will vif!it the Cen~
to interview candid,ntes for positions:

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Wedn011day, October 29
TEXAS WATER lJEVELOPMENT
DOARD-CE, ME, Geologists (BS, MS)
Econ., (BS, MS)
UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALI·
FORNIA-ChE, ME, CE (BS)
ARTHUR ANDERSEN Kt COMPANYBusiness Admin., Acctg~, LUw
ANCHORAGE DOROUGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT, ANCHORAGE, ALASKAKindergarten thru Grade 12
Thursday, October SO
ARMY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE
SI!JRVICE-Aectg., Arch./ME, Bus. Ad·
mm., Math, Econ.; Ind. Rei., Psychology
Audit, Marketing
'
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & COMPANYBusiness Admin., Acctgo,, Lnw
·
AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE INSUR.
ANCE CO.-All majors
MONTGOMERY WARD-Gen. Bus. Retailing or Econ., Liberal Arts for' Jr
M,nnngement Trninee, Bus.. Liberal A$:
Fi1l., Math., Econ. for Credit Management
-Acctg,, Audit for Controller & Auditors
J, M. HUBER CORPORATION-ChE
ME (BS, MS)
'
Friday, October 31
ARMY AND Am FORCE EXCHANGE
SERVICE-Acctg., Arch./ME, Bus. Admin.,
Mnth, Econ., Ind. Rei., Psychology, Audit
Marketing
'
,TOUCHE, ROSS & COMPANY-Acctg.
Fmn.ncc
'
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UNM Veterans Hear
About: Prison, Parole
Ben Cain, special features
director and assistant manager of
KGGM, spoke on the State
Penitentiary and Parole system at
a meeting of the Student Veteran
Association last night in the
Union.
Cain said most people wonder
what kind of "piranhas" live in
the state pen, and that they avert
their eyes as they drive by. "I
think that the making of mistakes
is part of acquiring maturity, as
long as you don't make the same
mistake twice," he said.
He cited the case of one boy
which started him "on a pattern
of working with penitentiary
boys." Cain met a young boy who
was doing what he termed "hard
time," which means he was
serving out his full time, despite a
parole, because he couldn't get a
job on the outside.
"I arranged for him to work as
an apprentice carpenter, and
today he's the manager of a loan
company here in town," said
Cain. "l used to go up to the
penitentiary every week," he said,
"and the boys got used to 'Dad
Cain' coming up and would have
their problems ready for me."
"I saw kids brought in for major
crimes rubbing shoulders with re·
petitive offenders," he said.
Cain told the veterans, "If you
ever have the opportunity to
employ an ex·convict give him

MAILBOX
Subscribe· to the paper 15,000 stU•
dents read. You can have it sent
to your home five days a week
during the academic year !or just
$7.00. The Lobo, printed on cam·
pus, will bring you bright, first·
hand reports of academic, polit·
ical, social, and athletic events rc·
lated to 'l'hc University, Your
University.
Student PuU!katious

tlNl\1 P.O. nox 20
t Tnivcr.dty· of Nch~ Mc);:icO
Albuqucrqur, N.M. 87106,

PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE

Note: The Mirage is available through this office too.
Tlu: Yearbook bas been placed on a subscription basis
and sells for $9.00.

0301 Cfandalaria NE 2011-5571
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: · Occasional babysitter !or 5
month old, ·at residence. Call 255-4778
10/30
~ •
•

,.

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sole

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

J Services

'·

'

(

;
l

4. For Rent

7. Miscelloneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT_....__ TIMES STARTING

--~-

PART-TIME• GIRL FRIDAY: Two out•
standing young ladies needed. Must be
willing to Jearn orchids. Hard work and
responsibility but llleasant surroundings
Call 265•2416, 10/30
'
PART·'riME OPENINGS: Subsidiary ot
Alcoa. Good pay, scholnrshipl! availab!.,,
Interviews nt 10 a.m. & 2 p,m,, Wednesday, October 29 nt Placement Cen•

ter ..

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Pan Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Movirtg Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 251i·6364

,l·
ENCLOSED $•-~--

every break."
In other business a copy of a
telegram was read which had been
sent to President Nixon. It
supported the bill providing for a
46 percent increase in veterans'
benefits.
Cain said he was against this
increase, "If you want an
education, you should get it for
yourselves like others have to."

PLACED B Y - -...........--~----

George Arms, professor of English and
general editor of the New Mexico Quarterly,
has been approached by SUR magazine,
published in Argentina, for permission to
translate the Quarterly into Spanish.
In a letter to the editor of SUR, Enrique
Pezzoni, Arms said he could think of no
greater honor for the New Mexico Quarterly
than for it to be translated and distributed
by SUR.
Editor Pezzoni said in his letter to Arms,
"It would be both an introduction to the
newest imagination in the USA for the
Spanish speaking readers, and an hommage
to the job done by your review."
Arms cited certain difficulties involving
SUR's request, stemming from UNM's
publication rights and the Regents' decision
to halt the distribution of the Quarterly.
"Though UNM holds copyright, it pays
only for onetime publication rights and
releases all further literary rights to the
authors," said Arms. Thus the permission of
each author must be secured before SUR
could publish the Quarterly.
"Gene Frumkin, professor of English, is
writing to the contributors and thinks that
they will all be happy to have their work
appear in SUR without further payment,"
said Arms.
On August 17 the Regents of UNM voted

to withhold further distribution of the issue,.,
Arms said that he expects the Regents to
reconsider their .earlier vote and release the
remaining copies within the next month.
Objection was primarily made to the
poem by Michael McClure on page 118, he
said, and "There is strong faculty sentiment
to secure reversal of the Regents vote, and
hearings are now in progress before the
Committee on Academic Freedom and the
Policy Committee."
"But if the Regents, who in effect hold
copyright for the University, do not release
the issue, I regret to say that SUR could not
publish a translation as an issue of the New
Mexico Quarterly," Arms said.
Arms added that SUR could publish t~
same material with the consent of the
individual contributors under a different
title. "In an editorial note I assume that you
could state that the translations are of work
originally appearing in this issue of the
Quarterly, though because of the action of
the Regents you are not presenting a
translating issue," he said.
"Both Mr. Frumkin and I, as well as the
Faculty generally, would regard your
publishing the translations in SUR as
welcome recognition of the literary merit of
the issue, whether the Regents change their
minds or not," Arms said.

Committee Gives Do Pass
To Graduates' Resolution
Senate Finance Committee last
night gave a do pass
recommendation to a bill
intended to prevent preference of
graduates over undergraduates in
filling ASUNM·funded positions.
The bill provides that should
the Board of Regents approve the
Graduate Student Association
(GSA), no ASUNM funds would
be given to a graduate student if a
suitable undergraduate was
available for the job. It also
provides that graduate student
government would not be allowed
representation of ASUNM-funded
committees unless GSA paid a
proportional share of the funds.
The committee tabled a bill

requesting $2675 for the UNM
Ski Team.
George Brooks, representing
the ski team, said the team
expects to be given varsity
standing and to be funded by the
athletic department next year, but
that they "have to stay alive one
more season before the athletic
department takes over."
The Homecoming Committee
treasurer presented a predicted
committee budget of $2500 to
the Finance Committee, but said
that final budget figures were not
available, and that funds for a
proposed final reception were not
included.

Senate Finance

George Brooks (standing) o't
the UNM Ski Team discusses
funding of the team with Student
Senator Frank Lihn (foreground).

Says Eaton Ousted Players Without Listening To Their Grievances·

I

I

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertise~ent
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Wyoming SchOol Paper t=xplains Black Dismissals

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
•
5¢ per word if same ad runs tlve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

Ben Cain, above, spoke last
night before the Student Veteran
Association. He commented on
prisons and parole.

Ben Cain
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Argentinian Publication
Wants NMQ Translation
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cheap

WALLET LOST. Sentimental value. lD
267-86-8506. No qu.,tions, Call 242-4279.

LOST&FOUND

Rodey Theatre
Plans To Adapt
Children1s Play

iOi~Szines- miscellaneous, 106 Mesa sE:

FOVND: 1969 Valley High. Class Ring
1!'1rls red stone. Call 299-6940.
'
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to

. (CPS) The president of
Fitchburg State College in
Massachusetts has shut down the
cam~ us student newspaper by
refusmg to sign checks for the
paper's printing costs.
The. action came as a means of
censormg an article by Black
Panther E_ldrige Cleaver reprinted
from . thts month's Ramparts
Magazme.
John Antonelli, editor of the
campus ''Cycle," confronted the
pres1de_nt, James Hammond, at
the ~rmt shop after the printer
questiOned whether or not he
. W?uld be paid if the article was
prmted. Ha!llmond stated he
w?ul? no~ s~gn a check for the
prm.tmg b1ll If the Cleaver article
ran m the newspaper.
T h e c a m pus student
govert;ment association (SGA)
unan~mously
approved the
adoptiOn of the code of ethics on
freedon:; llf the press adopted by
the l!m~ed States Student Press
~ssoc1atlo~ (USSP A) which states
m part, The freedom of the
stu.dent press must not be
abrtdged _b;y- _confiscation of issues
or factht1es, suspension of

NEW
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good condition.

MUST SELL-Alres single lense reflex
camera and case, excellent condition
$40.00 or highest offer. 842-5472. 10/28 '
1965 IMPALA, automatic, AM·FM air
$950. 313 Princeton SE. 10/27
'
'
BUG EYE MK I Sprite, bumed intake
valve. $300, overhaul 6,000 mil"' ago
•
265·6548. 10/27
U~ED ,1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
'"'ter10r, 18,000 miles: very good condi·
bon. Contact Gerhard Motors, 255·5549.
HOI;l'DA 350-exccllent condition. $600
mth helmet. 268-8493. 10/31
PAIR HEAD GS !90's mounted, Nevada
toe, brand . new rotomat heel. $100.
Margaret 243-1438. Long thongs, 10/31
'65 PLYMOUTH FURY Ill, 383. 1Londed.
. New tires. $1250. 243-7168.

YEAR-OLD registered Beagle hitch
give away. 344·8306.

President
Censors U Paper
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Tuesday, October 28, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

(Editor's Note: The following story is
reprinted form the University of Wyoming
student newspaper.)
Fourteen black men are no longer
members of the University of Wyoming
football team. That is a fact.
For many, that is the only fact they
wish to know. Others want more facts but
subconsciously refuse to believe any black
man's statements. Anyone in these two
categories Medn 't waste the time to read
this story.
For those who intend to make an
honest, objective analysis of the events of
last weekend, we offer this story.
The immediate series of events began
after football practice last Thursday night,
October 16th. Coach Lloyd Eaton, who
had received. a letter from the Black
Students Alliance (BSA) that day
informing him of the intended BSA
demonstratiort, . spoke' with black
tri·captain Joe Williams, a senior tailback,
in Eaton's office.
Dismisssl
He told Williams that if any black
players wore blrtck arm bands· on . the

football field Saturday, they would be Eaton did not allow them to present their
views.
dismissed from the team.
Willie Hysaw, one of those present, said
The letter which Eaton had received did
at
several meetings Friday, Saturday, and
not say the football players were to wear
Sunday
that the first thing Eaton said to
black arm bands on the football field.
the
14
players
was this: "I can save you
Williams did not tell Eaton that that was
fellows
a
lot
of
time and a lot of words.
the black athletes' intention. Eaton did not
You
are
all
through.''
ask Williams whether the black athletes
arranged for a meeting at Old Main with
intended to wear arm bands.
Williams informed Eaton that he would President Carlson and the athletes. That
discuss the matter with his fellows and talk began about 11 a.m.
Lunch was brought to the meeting.
to the coach on Friday.
On Friday, at 9:30 a.m., Williams and Several persorts contacted the athletic
the other 13 black football players entered department to obtain the presence of
the football coaches' office irt Memorial coach Lloyd Eaton. Coach Eaton was
Fieldhouse, east side. They were in civilian expected to be prescrtt for a meeting
clothe~ and were wearing black armbands. beginning at 3 p.m. lnstead, athletic
director Glenn J. Jacoby appeared.
Discusses Matter
Williams asked Eaton if he would
discuss the matter of the BYt1 protest with ·
~he 14 players. Eaton said yes.
He took the players to the first two
cement rows of the bleachers of the
Fieldhouse. Then in the presence of
assistant coaches Fritz Shurmur and Bill
Baker, he conducted a 15 mirtute lecture,
According to all the black athletes presertt,

"Shut Up"
Several of the athletes say Eaton more
than once told one or another of the blacks
present to "shut up."
The black athletes left the Fieldhouse
and contacted the faculty ·advisor of the
Black. Students Alliance, professor Roger
· Daniels of the history department. He

.......

Joe Williams presented a detailed
account of the events of Thursday and
Friday. The audience in the crowded Board
of Trustees meeting room at Old Main
included administrative deans, Dr. Carlson,
student senators, members of the press,
athletes and non-athletes.
Detailed Account
Jacoby's chief contentions during the
hour-long meeting were two:
1. The athletes should have approached
the coaches as individuals if they had any
problems.
2. The best way to demonstrate to BYU
that a black man is not an inferior being is
to soundly defeat BYU on the football
field.
The athletes replied:
1. The black man's problem in relation
to BYU is not an individual problem; that
Joe Williams' problem is no different than
Tony McGee's problem. It is a black man's
problem generally.
2. A beast could physically beat down a
white person but this would not convince
him that the beast was not an inferior
being.·
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